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I have, as a Community Worker, a passion for learning - in particular personal 
development with the major part of my job supporting people to develop confidence 
and self-esteem in themselves so they can go on to achieve greater things for 
themselves if they so desire. 
 
I have worked with young people, families, adult learners, volunteered on a one to 
one basis and in groups - the common thread, which seems to have increased over 
my 20 years in CLD, is the anxiety, stress and lack of self-belief in individuals of ALL 
ages. 
 
I have wondered, for some time now, if it would be possible to have 1st and 
possibly 2nd years of the secondary school focussed on more practical activities as 
this is a time in a young person’s life you can still influence a change. This way 
Inclusion is the focus - no stigma on those who aren't coping in classroom 
environment - practical activities - camping/archery/walking/kayaking/rock climbing/ 
conservation work / skiing / fishing / team building / cooking / mending and repairing 
(clothes, washing machines, bikes, mechanics, electrics) / art / drama / sport leaders 
- active schools volunteers / computing support to older people / cycling / bike ability 
trained and deliver in primary schools...This would give opportunities for children 
whose families don't have money or interest in these activities to try them out 
(Successful Learners / Responsible Citizens / Nurtured / Healthy / Effective 
Contributors / Confident Individuals) connect with their abilities so they then know and 
understand what makes them feel good/enjoy/celebrate their uniqueness to help 
them be more comfortable in their skin, know their strengths, know how to stay 
mentally well, risk assess, so that when they enter year 2 or 3 they can cope 
better with their academic setting knowing if they wish to go to College/Uni or straight 
to work/apprenticeships.  This fits with the Curriculum for Excellence ethos and 
applying learning beyond the classroom. 
 
The facilitators/CLD for the delivery of these activities would not necessarily need to 
be teachers - freeing them up to delivering and focussing on  academic subjects for 
the 2nd/3rd years - 6th years at a time when recruitment of teachers is increasingly 
more difficult. 
 
You could connect with industry/social enterprises to support with facilitating sessions 
as part of their Corporate Responsibility/Training programme. Just need Core Skill 
assessors (CLD/Guidance staff) to recognise levels so young people can then go 
into access courses at College or onto appropriate level within school for further 
education. College courses should also include paid practical placement in work 
field to prevent apathy setting in due to part time timetable. bursary?  
 
Then at school leavers end (6th year +)possibly introducing some kind of community 
service scheme for a year or two - similar to Germany so that young people are a bit 
older/experienced when entering Uni - less likely to drop courses - more focussed 
and mature. 
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